
At the time of writing, BTC is trading at $66.5K, surging above the previous all-time
high of $65,000. Price action has a strong bullish posture, with monthly, weekly,
and daily candles closing above a key resistance level. From a technical
perspective, a deceleration of bullish momentum does not seem to be anywhere
near. After a significant bounce from the $40,000 support, BTCUSD has printed
constant bullish candles, which have given investors confidence to keep placing
longs. 

Traders also need to consider a second scenario, a retracement from the current
supply level would create a double top formation, which can certainly trigger a sell-
off. If the next daily candles start showing exhaustion, then investors must be
cautious of the $62,000 and $60,000 support levels as next targets. 

By evaluating previous breakouts, a weekly closure above $65K has historically
preceded an even greater bullish movement. Traders are currently waiting for an
improvement in volume and the closure of the weekly candle before placing
additional positions. An increase in the volume after a bullish closure could signal
that bulls are definitely in the game, aiming to reach targets such as the $70K and
$80K level. 

Year-to-date, BTC is up 460%, becoming the 8th largest asset in the world,
overtaking Tesla and Facebook. New all-time highs may allow BTC to climb the
rank faster. 
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Total Crypto Market Cap tops $2.6T. Market Capitalization surged after BTC hit all-time highs during yesterday’s trading sessions. The market cap of major Altcoins also reached major highs after
the milestone. From a technical perspective, a retracement in BTC price action could bring market capitalization back to the 2T and 2.5T territory. If the weekly candle of BTC prints a bullish breakout
of the historical level, then Total Crypto Market Cap could head towards the 3T psychological level.  
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Total DEFI Market Cap has not reached all-time highs yet. At this time, DEFI market capitalization is slightly below the 155.8B level. Data is showing strong consolidation around the previous
resistance level. If Altcoins capitalization and dominance increase, we will subsequently see the DEFI Market Cap breaking the 155.9B level.  
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At the current BTC price, Bitcoin Dominance is at 46.96%. While Ethereum Dominance is around 17.3%. BTC Dominance has printed 2 consecutive bullish candles, bouncing off the 40% support.
Based on candle momentum, dominance could be heading towards the 50% level. The last daily candles seem to be rejecting the 46% support. If this level of dominance gets rejected, Altcoins could
see a major surge in prices. 
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At this time, Ethereum is trading at $4316, slightly below the $4300-$4400 resistance. The weekly timeframe has printed 3 consecutive bullish engulfing candles. ETHUSD has not corrected around
the current levels in days, showing that the momentum is not near exhaustion. Based on an ascendant trendline that has been capping Ethereum price for months now, the next resistance could be
the $5200-$6000 level. As a second scenario, if the $4300 area gets rejected, similar to BTCUSD, price action could print a double-top formation and encourage sellers to place shorts from this
point.  In the last 30 days, ETH has experienced a 45% increase (11.9% in the last 24hrs). Also, a brief consolidation around the current resistance levels is highly probable if BTC surges sharply. 
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